STATE AND LOCAL TAX

CREDITS AND INCENTIVES BATCH

Each year there are approximately $80 billion available in
federal, state and local tax credits and incentives. Many of these
credits and incentives are tied to job growth and investment
within a particular zone. Corporations can save millions of
dollars per year by determining whether their employees live or
their businesses are located in those zones.
Credits and Incentives Batch provides quick and easy access to
the federal, state and local statutory and discretionary credits
and incentives available for each of your addresses — all at once.
MAXIMIZE EFFICIENCY AND SAVE TIME
■■ Quickly find available zone-based statutory and discretionary
credits and incentives using high efficiency processing
■■

Confirm qualifications for specific credits with administrator
contact and issuer website information

■■

Research credits that are typically extremely challenging to
locate without this tool, such as employee-based credits or
WOTC (Work Opportunity Tax Credit)

■■

Search by a single address or by multiple addresses

■■

Ensure credits and incentives opportunities are never missed
and are part of strategic location decisions

■■

License unlimited addresses for just the states you need or
purchase a quantity of addresses for all jurisdictions

■■

Export your results to save, print or review them later

“

Credits and Incentives certainly
is a door-opener. I don’t think
people realize the amount of state
and local tax savings that can
be identified as a result of a big
Credits and Incentives project by an
accounting firm.”

“

Through its sophisticated geocoding technology, Credits and
Incentives Batch simplifies the challenge of processing a large
volume of addresses to easily identify all the available credits for
a particular location.

— Dean Uminski, Principal at
Crowe Horwath LLC

■■ CREDITS AND INCENTIVES BATCH

Confirm address accuracy and placement

Confirm qualifications for specific
credits with administrator and
issuer website details
Confirm address accuracy
and placement

Provides census tract details
Identify both Federal and State
statutory and discretionary
credits and incentives available
for each address.
ADDITIONAL SPECIAL FEATURES
INCLUDE:
■■ Address verification
■■

Employment of geocoding accuracy

■■

Files that can be exported in all
standard formats

■■

Incentive Contact List (by state) for all
zone-based credits and incentives

■■

Incentive Update List (by state) listing
what has been added, modified or
deleted

■■

Census information for 1990; 2000;
2010

Visit tax.tr.com/checkpoint
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YOU MAY ALSO BE INTERESTED IN:
Credits and Incentives Pinpointer:
Statutory & Discretionary not only helps
you identify the universe of available
credits available for a certain location but
also supports you with your next phase
of research with complete details about
each credit. No other tool brings together
location-based searching as well as the
ability to search credits and incentives by
jurisdiction, credit type, or industry type.

Credits and Incentives Pinpointer:
International helps you identify global
tax credits and incentives eligible to
your industry and specific business
circumstances, so you can maximize your
tax saving opportunities. You can easily
compare and evaluate opportunities
for over 20 credit types of close to 60
countries around the world, with access to
additional details such as potential value,
qualifications and references and linking
to the associated statute. Whether you’re
doing business in Brazil or setting up new
operations in India, you can be confident
that you aren’t missing out on potential
opportunities.

